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ABSTRACT Driving requires continuous decision making from a driver taking into account all available
relevant information. Automating driving tasks also automates the related decisions. However, humans
are very good at dealing with bad quality, fuzzy, informal and incomplete information, whereas machines
generally require solid quality information in a formalized format. Therefore, the development of automated
driving functions relies on the availability of machine-usable information. A digital twin contains quality
controlled information collected and augmented from different sources, ready to be supplied to such an
automated driving function. An information model that describes all conceivably relevant information is
necessary. To this end, a list of requirements that such an information model should meet is proposed
and each requirement is argued for. Based on the anticipated services and applications that such a system
should support, a collection of requirements for system architecture is derived. Information modeling is
performed for selected relevant information groups. A system architecture has been proposed and validated
with three different implementations, addressing several different applications to support decisions at a
highway tunnel construction site in Austria and throughout the Test Bed Lower Saxony in Germany.

INDEX TERMS automated driving, cooperative connected automated mobility, decision support system,
digital twin, information modelling, test bed

I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous and automated driving has become one of
the most challenging technological problems over the last
decade. Engineers aim to improve traffic with respect to
safety, comfort, efficiency and effectiveness simultaneously.
However, these goals are in conflict [1], which makes finding
satisfactory solutions so difficult. Significant international
research and development efforts for automated driving
functions have yet to yield reliable, high-performance au-
tonomous vehicles that can operate in a broad range of traffic
situations.

Approaches aligned with these efforts are information
sharing, connected driving, and infrastructure-supported
driving. For example, infrastructure might be able to provide
information that is impossible or very difficult to be acquired
by the vehicle itself. This raises many unresolved questions,
including what information is best shared, in what form
and quality must it be made available, and how safety and

security can be ensured. These questions are addressed in
this paper by putting the collaboration of infrastructure and
vehicle on a solid basis.

The acquisition of all necessary information for automated
driving tasks may take a joint effort of different stakeholders
and organizations. The group of stakeholders in automated
driving is diverse and contains not only car manufacturers but
also infrastructure managers, road service providers, traffic
managers, map vendors, vehicle operators, policymakers,
and legislature among others. Each of these stakeholders
is involved in different automation tasks which encompass
making certain decisions. Automating a decision requires
that information about all relevant aspects of the task are
available to the decision making entity. An infrastructure
based digital twin [2] of a traffic system is not only a
digital model of a real world traffic system, but also enables
decision making that affects the real world in a closed loop
by providing information to decision making entities. Such
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digital twins or model based controllers with live updates
have already been proposed in [1], [3]–[7] among others. It
is worth pointing out that all considered stakeholders are in
a symbiotic relationship that is rooted in the quality of the
content of the digital twin. This work aims to address the
problem of what aspects of the world should be represented
in a digital twin and how, so that a set of decisions can be
made.

The decision making process for humans differs signifi-
cantly from the process for algorithms/machines in several
ways. Humans are very good at dealing with partial, fuzzy
information and can fill in the blanks by experience and
context knowledge [8]. If information is of insufficient qual-
ity, a risk-lowering (not necessarily minimizing) action can
often be found. In contrast, a machine requires information in
a formalized format meeting quality standards. Incomplete
or missing information is often a show-stopping problem
and the automated acquisition of missing context is often
infeasible, e.g., [9].

For machines as for human drivers, a driving task can be
performed if the capability of the (automated) driver exceeds
the complexity of the given task [10]. The complexity of
a task is mainly determined by factors that can not be
controlled by the driver and describes how much and which
information about their surroundings, environment and situa-
tional context must be available to the driver. In contrast, the
capabilities of the (automated) driver are determined by the
available information, its utilized algorithms and hardware.
The capabilities determine a vehicle’s or automated driving
function’s Operational Design Domain (ODD). Both the
algorithms and the built-in hardware can be considered op-
erating constraints that can not be modified in a meaningful
way outside of software updates (which can be performed
by the manufacturer only) or hardware replacements (which
can be performed by a mechanic). However, information can
be made available during a vehicle’s (or driver’s) operation
and is therefore of major significance for the success of
automated driving functions.

Automated driving systems can acquire information from
three different sources:

• on-board sensors (e.g., video cameras, radar and lidar
sensors),

• communication networks (e.g., Vehicle To Everything
(V2X)-communication or other connectivity services),

• databases and data stored in memory (e.g., maps for
navigation).

Traditionally, a vehicle’s Advanced Driving Assistance Sys-
tem (ADAS) primarily relies on its on-board sensors, some-
times adding map data. This approach results in independent
vehicles or automated driving functions. However, the task
complexity that can be handled by a function is limited which
often results in a restrictive ODD. For example, the worlds
first SAE Level 3 series system DRIVE PILOT [9] was intro-
duced in spring 2022 by Mercedes-Benz. Its ODD is strictly

limited to freeway sections in mint condition during good
weather and explicitly excludes tunnels and construction
sites. However, additionally utilizing information collected
by other traffic participants or by the road infrastructure
could significantly extend a vehicle’s capabilities and thereby
extend its ODD. Modern communication technology enables
V2X communication from a technological point of view [11],
[12], but in order to actually utilize information commu-
nicated by a third party, a number of show-stopping open
issues must be addressed.

This work aims at providing a conceptual as well as
technical background that enables sharing information across
traffic participants and infrastructure providers. In Sec. II, the
fundamental idea of communicating at information level is
argued for, the necessity of a reference information model is
addressed, and a set of requirements for information models
is proposed. Lastly, the relationship between the ODD of
a function or vehicle, a reference information model and
the infrastructure support level (ISAD) is discussed. Sec. III
addresses requirements on a technical realization of a digital
twin based infrastructure support system. In Sec. IV, a solu-
tion concept that meets these requirements is proposed and in
Sec. V the solution concept is implemented for several real-
world demonstration use cases where information modeling
was performed for relevant information groups, validating
the introduced concept for the digital twin based decision
support platform. Finally, in Sec. VI an extensive discussion
is provided that covers general open issues as well as specific
technical aspects of the implementation.

II. METHODOLOGY
Based on a vehicle’s ODD, a set of scenarios can be
determined that the vehicle can cope with. Such scenarios
include factors of the environmental conditions, the state of
traffic control and management, the traffic regulations and
laws, the composition and behavior of traffic participants, the
vehicle’s and driver’s intentions, conditions and capabilities
including the capability to acquire information with on-
board systems. A smart road service aims at supplementing a
vehicle’s perception of the world. Therefore, communication
between traffic participants and infrastructure is central. In
order to improve aspects of traffic (e.g., safety, flow, density,
etc.), two questions must be addressed: First, what content
should be communicated? Second, how should the content
be represented?

A. ABSTRACTION LEVELS FOR CONTENT
REPRESENTATION
Content may potentially be presented at any level of ab-
straction, e.g., signal, data, information, knowledge or even
action (loosely following the Data, Information, Knowledge
and Wisdom (DIKW) model [13]). However, communication
is not practical at all levels. These levels are discussed using
a 100 km/h speed limit on a highway, traditionally commu-
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nicated via a physical traffic sign, as a working example.
Table 1 maps speed limit aspects to each abstraction level.

TABLE 1: A 100 km/h speed limit mapped to each level of
a DIKW model.

Level Description

Signal numbers 1 and 0 in black on a circular, white and
reflective metal plate with a red border

Data traffic sign ”100 km/h speed limit” at specific
location

Information 100 km/h max. driving speed, within a defined
region, all day, valid for all regular vehicle types

Knowledge my speed should not exceed 100 km/h
Action appropriate maneuver plan

One could consider each level representing a different
natural language. The same meaning (semantic) might then
be communicated in any of these languages. Message syntax
would then be the specific wording in that language. There
would be advantages or disadvantages in using a particular
language.

Presenting content on the signal level would involve
transmitting all features and characteristics of the traffic sign.
Each participant must combine these received features and
classify the particular traffic sign. This process is not robust:
occlusion, incomplete feature sets, or contradicting features
pose problems. Also, equivalent traffic signs may differ in
appearance among countries.

Presenting content on the data level would involve trans-
mitting the position and type of the traffic sign. This seems
familiar since it mimics the established style of communica-
tion from road authority to the human driver. Furthermore,
it reduces robustness problems and is less verbose compared
to the signal level. But, inferring the speed limit requires
additional data, e.g., another (later) traffic sign ending the
speed limit.

Presenting content on the information level would involve
transmitting a complete description of the speed limit, in-
cluding the obvious maximum velocity but also the geo-
graphic, situational, and temporal scope as well as addressed
vehicle types. This leaves little room for interpretation due
to inference/classification failures or errors caused by in-
complete data or signals such as missing the corresponding
cancellation sign.

Presenting content on the knowledge level would involve
transmitting a message like ’your speed should not ex-
ceed 100km/h’, but, ’because you pull a particular trailer,
your speed should not exceed 80 km/h’. This requires that
the sender knows something about the receiver. Generally
speaking, communication on the knowledge level requires
the sender to have access to additional characteristics like
vehicle type, driver’s license type, toll sticker, axis load, etc.,
with disadvantages in the technical and legal areas. In this
working example, converting information into knowledge is

equivalent to the mental step that a human driver takes when
recognizing a speed limit sign at a location (information) and
concluding that ”this particular sign is applicable to me”.

Presenting content on the action level would involve
transmitting recommendations, like ’you should slow down’,
or even (remote) commands that might reach through to a
connected vehicle’s braking system. This essentially means
that the sender would perform tasks that are traditionally
performed by the driver (or an automated driving (AD)
function). This is in conflict with international agreements
which state that the driver [14] or the AD function [15] has
to be in control of their vehicle at all times. Besides legal
questions, it is doubtful that proper consideration of the full
situational context can be ensured by other entities than the
driver.

The discussion above indicates that presenting content at
the information level is most advantageous. This approach
ensures feasibility and upwards-compatibility with respect
to (future) sensor systems and avoids legal issues regarding
driver or AD function responsibility. The responsibility to
correctly derive knowledge from information and situational
context remains with the driver, an AD function or, generally,
the receiver. At the same time it does not merely replicate
the established way to communicate (via traffic signs), which
is difficult to standardize for international applicability [16]
and error prone regarding completeness and correctness of
the transmitted information.

B. SHORT SURVEY OF INFORMATION MODELS FOR
SMART ROAD SERVICES
An information model for smart road services declares and
structures all conceivable relevant information. The notion
of an information model is sometimes also referred to in the
literature as data model or ontology.

Given that smart roads and autonomous driving is a
highly dynamic and young field of research, the landscape of
standards, formats, tools, and methods has not yet converged
to a homogeneous, universally accepted, and well-structured
state of the art. The platform connected automated driving1

collects about 170 published standards and more than 30
standards in development, among those e.g., Taxonomies
for ODD [17]–[19], Scenario representation [20], Safety and
Edge Cases [21]. Standardization efforts for communication
in traffic at the information level in recent years were fruitful
and yielded a group of published standards, e.g., [22]. These
documents define groups of C-ITS messages suitable to
express different types of information relevant for smart road
services.

Since these standards focus on applications within a
declared scope, they, by design, only partially cover the
spectrum of potentially relevant information. In the context
of smart roads and Autonomous Driving (AD), diverse
situational aspects are relevant for different stakeholders.

1https://www.connectedautomateddriving.eu/standards/standards-
collection/, accessed September 2021
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TABLE 2: Requirements on information and its representation.

ID Requirement Description

I01 Source agnostic Information is provided in a technology neutral way.
I02 Receiver agnostic Information is valid independent of the receiver.
I03 Self-contained A piece of information should be complete and atomic.
I04 Unambiguous Meaning must not be subject to interpretation.
I05 Context-free Meaning does not depend on the context.
I06 Universal The diversity of worldwide road traffic shall be expressible.

Stakeholders include traffic participants, vehicle or com-
ponent manufacturers, insurance, road network operation
and maintenance, multi modal traffic planning, and test
field operation. Each stakeholder is interested in specific
information or aspects of smart road services, based on their
respective responsibilities to perform (a group of) tasks.

Currently, there is no universally accepted information
model covering all conceivable aspects of smart road ser-
vices. Towards the vision of such a unified reference infor-
mation model, a concise set of requirements is proposed in
Sec. II.C that serves as a starting point.

C. REQUIREMENTS ON INFORMATION MODELS
Different smart road services focus on different sub-sets
of information. This might introduce a tendency to appli-
cation specific sub-sets that express the same information
represented in different (and possibly incompatible) ways.
A unified reference information model would support the
convergence of development efforts and interoperability of
systems. Towards such a universally acceptable reference
information model, a requirement-driven approach appears
best suited.

Table 2 proposes requirements on information to facilitate
development and standardization efforts towards a reference
information model. Thereby, the focus is on information
content (what), and not on systems, sensors, hardware, or
communication technology (how), which are covered in
Sec. III.

The first two requirements in Table 2 are closely related
to the discussion in Sec. II.A, where an argument for the
information level is made. Requirement I01 addresses the
distinction between data and information, I02 addresses
the distinction between information and knowledge. Re-
quirements I03-I05 address representation of content. The
last requirement I06 covers generality as a prerequisite for
worldwide applicability.
I01: The requirement that content must be source agnos-

tic ensures the applicability of any conceivable perception
method. With this requirement met, information can be
provided not only by currently available technology but
also by future sensors based on novel sensing technologies.
This means that perception technology can be changed and
updated in the background without requiring changes to the
information model or at the receiver side.

I02: Being receiver agnostic means that content is formu-
lated such that it imposes no restrictions regarding which re-
ceiver can utilize the information. It also means that content
is not tailored specifically towards a particular receiver. In
our working example, all road users receive the information
that there is a speed limit in place at the specified time and
spatial region, cf. Table 1. However, each road user must
determine for themselves whether this speed limit applies to
them (i.e., derive specific knowledge from the information).
I03: Self-contained information not only supports con-

sistency but also improves robustness against some errors
or misunderstandings. As an example, it is desirable that
the temporal and spatial scope of a rule and the rule itself
are expressed in one atomic unit of information. In the
working example, the speed limit, its value and its spatial and
temporal scope are contained within one unit of information.
Note that traffic signs violate this requirement. The beginning
and end of a speed limit are traditionally communicated by
two individual traffic signs. If a driver misses the end-sign,
they often rely on context and deduce the fact from observing
the behaviour of other traffic participants. Based on personal
judgment and risk-estimation, they may or may not adjust
their driving accordingly.
I04: An unambiguous information is hard to misunder-

stand. Traffic laws and regulations are specifically designed
to be unambiguous and achieve this goal to a satisfactory
degree, e.g., traffic signs can easily be distinguished by
humans.
I05: However, existing laws and regulations are not

context-free. The driver needs additional implicit informa-
tion to perform driving tasks correctly. For example, most
countries use right-hand traffic, some use left-hand traffic.
Crossing the border from France and the UK requires the
driver to switch to left-hand traffic and also drive through
roundabouts clockwise, overtake other vehicles passing on
the right etc. Context sensitive content is prone to misin-
terpretation by machines. Therefore, information should be
context-free and comply to a Chomsky type 2 grammar [23].
I06: Finally, being universal is a necessary condition for

international applicability. The requirement is easily stated,
but its fulfillment involves significant difficulty. On the one
hand, it requires laws and regulations to be self-consistent
on both the national and the international level. On the
other hand, it calls for an internationally standardized or at
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least compatible language to express them. A sub-set of this
spectrum is already standardized by ETSI, e.g., [22], which
defines information that meet many, if not all the above
mentioned requirements.

Assume these requirements can be met and an agreeable
reference information model can be defined as a super-set
of relevant information. Then, one can investigate how this
reference model relates to the Infrastructure Support Levels
for Automated Driving (ISAD) [24], [25].

D. REFERENCE INFORMATION MODEL, ODD AND ISAD
A starting point to explore the relationship between a func-
tion’s or system’s ODD and ISAD, is the definition of ODD.
The ODD (of a function or system) describes the Operational
Conditions (OC), in which the function or system is designed
to operate. Any scenario might be fully inside, outside or
partially inside the ODD, depending on the involved tasks
and decisions that a system has to cope with. Each task or
decision requires characteristic information to deal with.

This implies, that for any scenario to be within a system’s
ODD, all necessary information must be made available to
the system. Let this set of information be denoted necessary
information. Note that necessary information is specific to
both the scenario and the system.

As stated in Sec. I, this information might be acquired
by a vehicle’s on-board sensors or static databases, or via
communication. Let information communicated from the
infrastructure be denoted smart road service information.
Then, ISAD describes the set of smart road service infor-
mation together with its quality, that is provided by the
infrastructure at any given time and location.

It is beneficial to view necessary information and smart
road service information as subsets of a common superset.
This might seem trivial, but ensures compatible definitions of
information among road users and infrastructure. Assuming
this information superset can be unified across relevant
scenarios, it can be denoted as reference information model,
see Fig. 1.

A reference information model harmonizes the views of
both sender (e.g., infrastructure) and receiver (e.g., road
user) of information, meeting the requirements stated above.
Therefore, it aims to be valid across stakeholders, manufac-
turers and countries. Three application strategies for smart
road service information for ADAS/AD systems can then be
utilized, see Table 3, which are illustrated by means of a
working example.

Imagine an ADAS for lane keeping. The system relies on
on-board camera sensors to detect driving lanes. On-board
camera performance deteriorates with declining visibility
that might be caused by bad weather conditions.

The example relies on the concepts capability of a system
and complexity of the task (or decisions) [10]. Any task can
be associated with a scenario-specific complexity, whereas
an ADAS/AD function has a certain capability to perform a

FIGURE 1: Necessary information for certain tasks can be
covered by different information sources, e.g., task X (light
blue) can be covered solely by on-board sensor information
(dash-dotted) even if smart road service (dashed) could
support the task as well. Whereas task Y (dark blue) can
only be fulfilled by utilizing smart road services in addition
to on-board sensor information.

task. If the capability exceeds the complexity of the task, it
can be completed, otherwise it can not be completed safely.

In this working example, a task is lane detection. Its
complexity is related to, among other things, the visibility
range in relation to driving speed. A given lane detection
subsystem exhibits a certain capability, namely, it will work
safely up to a specific range of view.

If the infrastructure communicates degraded visibility con-
ditions in a specific region, a vehicle approaching this region
might predictively assess, that its lane detection capability
will be below the complexity of the task. It therefore might
re-route to avoid disengagements caused by leaving its ODD.
This is an example for strategy S1 in Table 3.

If the infrastructure provides lane geometry information in
the region with degraded visibility, the vehicle would be able
to perform the lane keeping task despite degraded visibility.
Thus, the systems capabilities and ODD are effectively
expanded by smart road service information. This is an
example for strategy S2.

Another option would be to automatically reduce the
maximum driving speed for all traffic participants on the
section in question, such that the driving speed is appropriate
for the visibility range. Thus, the scenario complexity is
reduced to a level where the system’s capability exceeds the
scenario’s complexity. This is an example of strategy S3.

The concept and definition of ISAD was proposed in
the EU project INFRAMIX2. ISAD also includes a Quality
of Service description that encompasses attributes of the
information such as accuracy, reliability and age of the
information. However, the current concept of ISAD and
its implications for infrastructure providers and managers
are still disputed [29]–[31]. It is to be expected that the
concept of ISAD will evolve with better understanding of

2https://www.inframix.eu
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TABLE 3: Strategies for smart road information applications

S1: ODD fencing S2: ODD extension S3: OC simplification

Explanation Predicitive avoidance of scenarios
outside the vehicle ODD

Supplementation of necessary
information via X2V that cannot be
acquired by onboard sensors

Match OC with vehicle capabilities
by reducing DDT complexity

Information Infrastructure provides information about road, traffic, and
environmental state and regulations

Vehicles share their intentions,
capabilities and ODD

Action (Automated) Driver changes route,
path, and/or driving mode

(Automated) Driver uses information
to complete driving task

Traffic management adjusts
controllable OC

Applications Routing & maneuvering with ODD
awareness, Dynamic risk rated
map [26]

Extended horizon, Collective
perception [27]

ODD aware traffic management &
control [4], [28], Dynamic risk rated
map [26]

Examples Reroute if tyres do not comply with
road condition because of snow

Highway pilot capable of travelling
tunnels or construction sites

Issue adaptive speed regulations or
headway recommendations

the requirements. Note, the current concept of ISAD does not
strictly comply with the requirements presented in Sec. II.C.

III. REQUIREMENTS ON A TECHNICAL REALIZATION
For a practical realization, a broad spectrum of stakehold-
ers are to be considered, including drivers (human or au-
tomated), traffic managers, infrastructure operators, public
transport providers, and urban planners. Performing their
respective tasks, each group makes heterogeneous decisions
based on specific information. Hence, a digital twin with this
purpose can be called Cooperative, Connected, Automated
Mobility (CCAM) Decision Support Platform (DSP). In or-
der to capture relevant requirements, a thorough stakeholder
analysis has been performed [32], modelling stakeholder
groups, their tasks, and the information necessary to perform
each task. This allows to deduce on stakeholder and task
level,

• which information is required
• in what accuracy, and
• how recent it needs to be.

Guided by these context models, requirements for a tech-
nical realization were identified and are presented in Table 4.
The requirement descriptions make use of the terms frontend
and backend. A backend is a collection of algorithms that
turn data into information. Data can be acquired from
different (possibly redundant) sources and may be processed
in various ways, including filtering, smoothing, aggregating,
combining, estimating, forecasting, and augmenting. A fron-
tend is a system that uses information to extract and present
use-case-specific knowledge or make decisions. This may
involve visualization, communication, assessment, contex-
tualization, weighing, recommendation or even automated
decision making. A backend can be considered a producer
of information, a frontend can be considered a consumer of
information.

The requirements cover a wide range of different areas and
are demanding in their entirety. Some of the requirements
mentioned are common in the field of machine and factory
automation, where time determinism and guarantees are
to be achieved. Others demand flexibility and reliability,
as can be achieved through fault-tolerant redundant and
distributed systems. In addition, security, and interoperability
are important issues.

It is obvious that the number and diversity of requirements
demands a mature and proven technology. It is also obvious
that not every application can be realized cost-effectively
by one and the same system. Thus, a suitable platform
architecture is to be aimed for.

IV. SOLUTION CONCEPT
Based on the identified requirements and the level of abstrac-
tion discussed above, this Section proposes an architecture
and a solution strategy that, in the authors opinion, allows
compliance with all stated requirements.

A. ARCHITECTURE
Central questions in the definition of a (platform) architecture
are the distribution of tasks to individual components, as well
as finding suitable interfaces between these components. The
architecture design presented here is based on the DIKW
pyramid and the abstraction levels from Sec. II.A. This al-
lows a simple representation of the basic data flow, shown in
Figure 2 with exemplary front- and backend configurations.

In this model, content generally flows from bottom to
top. Backends use potentially multiple data sources (e.g.,
sensors, databases, C-ITS messages) to process information.
This might involve filtering, noise reduction, sensor fusion,
failure handling, missing value replacement, error bounds
estimation or prediction as examples. As the provider of
information in this scheme, a backend must know the rel-
evant part of the information model (cf. Sec. II.B) and

6 VOLUME ,



TABLE 4: Design requirements on technical realizations.
Architecture DT* RT*

A01 Extensible Addition of further backends and frontends shall be possible. Incremental/migratory rollout shall
be possible.

x (x)

A02 Modular and reusable Data sources, information modules and frontends shall be reusable (in different applications). x
A03 Distributable Frontends and backends can run on the same machine, but also on suitably interconnected

machines.
x x

A04 Flexibility e.g., regarding data volume, cycle time, number of backends and frontends. x
A05 Hardware-neutral There should be no fundamental restriction regarding the computing environment used. e.g., PC,

industrial controller, virtual machine, cloud.
x

Real time

RT01 Different time scales Event-based, as well as cyclic depending on the application (ranging from sub-second to
weekly).

x (x)

RT02 Different cycle times Frontends and backends must be able to run asynchronous, in different cycle times or
synchronized.

x

RT03 Real-time capable The implementation shall support establishing (end to end) real-time guarantees. x
Data sources

DS01 Robustness Failures of data sources must not affect overall system operation. x
DS02 Processing chains Backends shall be able to use information provided by other backends. x

Security

S01 Authenticity Information provider must be verifiable. x x
S02 Confidentiality Restriction of read access must be possible. x x
S03 Integrity Information must not be modified in an unauthorized or undetected manner. x x

IT

IT01 Available A defined (and potentially very high) quality of service level must be reached. x x
IT02 Maintainable Capability for on-line diagnosis and modular software updates. x x

Functional requirements on the information model

F01 Inter-operable Information models shall be vendor independent and support standardization. x
F02 Information quality Information quality shall be expressible (e.g., timeliness, accuracy, uncertainty). x
F03 Metadata Metadata shall be expressible (e.g., units, data types, encoding, missing/invalid values). x

* DT: Design Time requirement, RT: Run Time requirement

implement a compliant parameterization. A backend can also
be sensorless and act as a virtual sensor, relying only on
information provided by other backends and aggregating it
into higher level information, as indicated in Fig. 2 by the
rightmost backend.

Up to this point, the information layer can be referred
to as a digital shadow according to [2], since it is an
automatically created image of the real world. A digital
twin additionally requires automated feedback into the real
world, which can be a task of a frontend. Note that providing
automated feedback into the real world may create control
loops, showing that a control system can be implemented in
accordance with this architecture.

A frontend tailors the provided information to the needs
of a specific stakeholder. Its tasks include sharing relevant
aspects over a network, visualization, monitoring and evalua-
tion, the suggestion of certain options for action as a decision
support system, to a fully automated decision and initiation
of corresponding actions. The tasks of a frontend also include

compliance with relevant standards and formats, e.g., when
information aspects are to be made available via standardized
network protocols or C-ITS messages that are broadcast by
Roadside Unit (RSU). Additionally, use-case specific role
and authorization concepts must be provided by the frontend.

Note that the architecture does not dictate that a frontend
must take all of its input from the information layer. For
example, if a surveillance system requires the integration of
live camera images, these can of course be tapped directly
by the frontend and do not have to be made available in
the information layer. On the contrary: a camera image does
not fulfill the requirements for information (Sec. II.C) but is
rather to be classified as a signal.

The information layer is of central importance in this
architecture. If the information models are sufficiently stan-
dardized, front- and backends can be reused as modular
components to create concrete system realizations (provided
that the specific technical constraints are sufficiently similar).

VOLUME , 7
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FIGURE 2: Architecture of CCAM DSP realizations. Right
margin: Mapping to information pyramid.

This once again highlights the need for clean and standard-
ized information models (cf. Sec. II.B).

The proposed architecture enables modular development
and operation of such a CCAM DSP, Fig. 3 depicts the
stakeholder model. The CCAM DSP User is the entity that
makes decisions based on information made available by a
frontend and possibly additional information collected from
other sources. This stakeholder may be e.g., an ADAS or a
highway control manager. The CCAM DSP Operator makes
sure that the CCAM DSP is up and running as expected. The
manufacturer of a CCAM DSP integrates and deploys all
components of a CCAM DSP that are supplied by frontend
and backend developers such that the information pool com-
plies with relevant standards, developed by a standardization
body. Lastly, a sensor operator makes sure that relevant
sensors are up and running as expected and thereby ensures
that necessary measurement data are provided to the backend
module.

For the demonstrators presented in this work, most stake-
holders are represented exclusively by the authors with two
exceptions: Sensor Operator and CCAM DSP User, which
were also represented by the operators of the existing data
sources used and the project principals, respectively, see
Fig. 4 for details.

B. TECHNICAL BASIS
As described, the information layer is the pivotal point of
the proposed architecture. Therefore, the selection of an ap-
propriate technological foundation is crucial for a successful
implementation. At first glance, many technologies from the
areas of Industrial Internet of Things, Semantic Web, Cloud
Computing, or Databases are candidates. Among those, Open
Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA)3

meets the full spectrum of requirements from Sec. III.

3https://reference.opcfoundation.org

FIGURE 3: Stakeholders of a CCAM DSP.

OPC UA is not a protocol, data format, tool, or single stan-
dard, but rather an ecosystem that includes all of these for de-
manding applications, interoperable and vendor-independent.
It defines a standardized service-oriented architecture that
enables platform-independent data exchange, e.g., [33]. It
is the de-facto standard in process and machine automation
and has some properties that suit the application at hand.
In the following, this statement is underpinned by checking
OPC UA against the requirements in Table 4.
A01 Extensible: OPC UA information models have the

capability for adding and browsing information (even at run
time) and are organized in modular namespaces.
A02 Modularity and reusability of front- and backends

primarily depend on the maturity of information model
standards. OPC UA enables domain-specific extensions of
the standard through so-called companion specifications.
A03 Distributable: Both communication paradigms em-

ployed by OPC UA (client/server and pub/sub) are inherently
network-based.
A04 Flexibility: Applications from process automation

range above ten million data points that are processed in
second-range cycles. A recent extension of OPC UA to real-
time ethernet (Time Sensitive Networking TSN) targets cycle
times down to the microsecond range.
A05 Hardware-neutral: Server profiles and different ven-

dors of SDK and tooling allow the software to be adapted to
specific use cases and constraints, e.g., the Micro Embedded
Device Server profile allows a downscaling to very limited
computing and memory resources. Applications in machine
and factory automation utilize a broad diversity of computing
resources from small decentral processors to cloud comput-
ing.
RT01 Different time scales: Pub/sub, together with the

more recent extension of OPC UA to deterministic eth-
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ernet (time sensitive networking TSN) enable real time
applications down to sub-millisecond cycle time. OPC UA
companion specifications enable the integration of various
vendor-specific field buses.
RT02 Different cycle times: Asynchronous and syn-

chronous operations are supported, as well as events.
RT03 Real time guarantees are possible if sufficient hard-

ware, software and networking resources and technologies
are provided end-to-end. OPC UA TSN can be expected to
support appropriate configurations.
DS01 Robust with respect to source availability: Can be

achieved by utilizing source timestamp and quality metadata.
DS02 Processing chains: Information can be written and

read by concurrent processes e.g., seperate backends.
S01 Authenticity: Certificate-based authentication proce-

dures are provided
S02 Confidentiality and S03 Integrity: Read and write

access can be controlled using a customizable roles scheme
on a per-data-point basis.
IT01 Available and IT02 Maintainable are common

requirements in factory and machine automation, for which
OPC UA was designed. For example, features such as server
redundancy, complemented by vendor specific network re-
dundancy techniques, can improve availability.
F01 Interoperable: OPC UA was designed to make com-

ponents and machines from different vendors replaceable and
interoperable. This is mainly achieved by companion speci-
fications that support domain-specific information models as
extensions of the core standards.
F02 Information quality: Expression of age/timeliness of

a data point as well as encoding of missing values are
supported natively, uncertainty can be custom-modeled.
F03 Metadata: OPC UA defines a language for infor-

mation modeling that allows for self-descriptive information
models and expression of semantic (e.g., units, relations, ...).

As shown, OPC UA meets the above requirements in
theory. In order to investigate the suitability in practice,
several demonstrators were set up.

V. DEMONSTRATION
Within this Section, three implementations for CCAM Deci-
sion Support Platforms are presented. The first implementa-
tion is located in Austria and covers a highway section with
a tunnel construction site, intending to support automated
vehicles when travelling along the ODD-critical section. The
second implementation is based in Germany and consists of a
digital information representation of traffic data collected by
the Test Bed Lower Saxony. Its two use cases are to support
automated vehicles and infrastructure managers, respectively.
The third implementation covers COPE4 [27], a collective
perception system for protecting vulnerable road users on
urban intersections. It is located at an urban intersection in
Hallein, Austria.

4https://www.project-cope.eu

Fig. 4 and Table 5 provide an overview of the implemen-
tations and use-cases. An in-depth description of each demo
implementation, its use cases and a technical description of
the implementation is provided in the following Sections.

A. AUSTRIA: A10
This first demonstration covers a section of the A10 high-
way in Austria where a tunnel renovation is planned. The
CCAM DSP operator is the highway operator and manager
(ASFINAG) which, as a possible future scenario, aims to
support automated vehicles as users, that pass through the
construction site. A thorough analysis of relevant driving
tasks, their respective anticipated demand for supplementary
information, as well as the potential hazard in case of an
automated driving function failure was performed. Relevant
information groups that are best provided by the infrastruc-
ture were identified. These include the topography of the
highway section, points of particular interest e.g., tunnel
portals, lane geometry, restrictions and availability, and the
applicable rules and regulations, e.g., the speed limit.

This demo implementation addresses B1 and B2 as de-
scribed in Table 3 by providing additional information to
vehicles. Scenarios that were previously out-of-ODD for an
ADAS/AD system may now be inside-ODD.

Utilized data sources from which information is extracted
are the Graphenintegrations-Plattform (GIP) data Austria,
which provides open government data (quality controlled and
versioned) of the Austrian road network and several content
streams provided by ASFINAG, in particular the DATEX
II profiles TRAFFIC SIGNS STATIC, TRAFFIC SIGNS DY-
NAMIC, PLANNED EVENTS and UNPLANNED EVENTS.
The first two contain data of traffic signs (e.g., location,
type of sign, vehicle class it applies to, numeric information
about the speed limits) from which the speed limit for each
vehicle class at all points of the highway can be derived. The
last two streams contain data on planned construction sites
and incidents, e.g., location, duration, lane blockings and
physical restrictions. GIP data are updated approximately
every two months and are therefore considered quasi-static
data. In contrast, the content streams are updated every 15
minutes and can be considered dynamic data.

The OPC UA server is based on open625415, an open
source implementation for OPC UA Servers. A toolchain
that supports information model generation in Matlab® and
produces a valid information model file for compilation
has been developed. Two backends are implemented that
combine data from different sources, extract information, cf.
Table 2, and provide the live information to the OPC UA
server via a information-specific UDP packet format.

A frontend is implemented in Matlab® that reads infor-
mation from the OPC UA server and visualizes selected
information in a dashboard. In a full implementation, an-
other frontend would read information, convert it into C-
ITS messages and cyclically broadcast them via road-side

5https://www.open62541.org/
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FIGURE 4: Overview of the demonstrator setups with backend data sources (bottom row), extracted information groups
(text) and frontend implementation (top row)

TABLE 5: Overview of demonstration implementations

Austria A10 TBLS A2 COPE

Users Automated vehicles Automated vehicles as well as
infrastructure managers

Automated vehicles

Frontend RSU, dashboard RSU, dashborad RSU, dashboard
Domain Highway Highway Urban
Region Tunnel construction site A10, Austria Test Bed Lower Saxony A2, Germany Hallein and Linz, Austria
Implementation open62541, MATLAB® FreeOpcUa, Python open62541, MATLAB®, Python
Information groups Topography, lane availability, POI,

road surface characteristics
Traffic volume and speeds, content of
variable message signs, weather infor-
mation, metadata

Object list, object dynamics,
movement predictions, collision risk,
map

Information dynamics ≈ 15 Minutes Seconds ≪ 1 Second

units to the user, i.e., the automated vehicle (omitted in the
demonstration).

B. GERMANY: TEST BED LOWER SAXONY (TBLS) A2
The second demonstration aims to provide information for
two different user groups and includes content captured by
the Test Bed Lower Saxony (TBLS). The TBLS is a research
infrastructure built by the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
on public roads A39, A7, A2, and a number of rural roads
in Lower Saxony (Germany) in 2020 [34]. It consists of
physical road infrastructure (camera-based object detection
and V2X RSUs), a virtual replica (models and scenarios for
simulation), and a digital content catalog. The digital content
catalog contains, among other sources, content provided by
the Traffic Management Center (TMC) in Lower Saxony6.

6https://www.vmz-niedersachsen.de/

The content of the TMC consists of three different types:
loop detector content, dynamic traffic sign content, and
weather content. The demonstration use cases Intelligent
Speed Advisory, Traffic Volume Dashboard and Temperature
Dashboard as shown in Fig. 4 are implemented based on
this content.

Technically, each loop detector and weather station sends a
measured reality update every minute that includes a station
identifier and the measurement values. The content of the
dynamic traffic signs is updated when the content of the
sign changes (on demand) and is also containing an identifier
and payload information. A static database provides the meta
information (like location) about the infrastructure points for,
e.g., to to geographically locate the measurement.

The OPC UA implementation for the Test Bed Lower
Saxony is based on Python [35] in version 3.8. It is divided in
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three modules: OPC UA server, OPC UA updater (backend)
and OPC UA frontend.

The OPC UA modules are based on the open-source
Python library opcua-asyncio7. The server component con-
sists of the data/information model and the OPC UA inter-
faces. The update module fetches updates via Apache Kafka,
converts data into information, and stores information in the
information model within the server module.

To generate the information, the incoming content is
distinguished according to the perspective of the user. For
example, content provided by the loop detectors is viewed
from two different perspectives:

• infrastructure perspective
• automated vehicle perspective

A loop detector sends a measurement update of the vehi-
cles passed and their speed for a particular time stamp. From
an infrastructure perspective, the quality of the measurement,
the number of updates received in the past, and aged or
missed measurements are of interest to determine the status
of the infrastructure and to plan maintenance if necessary.
Thus, the relevant information, such as the number of up-
dates received in the last hour and the corresponding failure
rate along the location of the loop detector, is contained in
the information pool.

From the perspective of an Autonomous Vehicle (AV),
e.g., the information about traffic volume along its route is
of interest to determine optimal routes and velocities. Thus,
it mainly addresses S1 (see Table 3) by providing additional
information to vehicles. Therefore, for AVs the information
about the traffic volume and speed along the course of the
road is relevant rather than the single measurement values of
nearby loop detectors. Hence, the measurements are modeled
as two sorted arrays containing the information about the
loop detector’s track kilometers and the respective traffic
volume.

The other data sources (dynamic traffic signs and weather
content) are modeled analogously from an AV and infras-
tructure perspective.

The frontend is realized using a dashboard visualizing the
information model. To transmit the information from the
OPC UA server to the frontend, the subscription mechanism
of the OPC UA server is used.

Fig. 5 shows the dashboard for the loop detector data. The
dashboard client allows to chose the visualization perspective
of the information model (vehicle or infrastructure perspec-
tive). It provides the quantity and velocity of passenger cars,
trucks, or all vehicles combined.

Fig. 6 combines both perspectives into one visualization
of the dynamic traffic signs. The visualization is limited
to the information of the dynamic traffic signs regarding
speed limits (information on e.g. the ”no overtaking” sign
is omitted for the prototype). The information for an AV is
shown for each lane and representing the value, beginning,

7https://github.com/FreeOpcUa/opcua-asyncio

(a) Visualization of the vehicle perspective. The number of vehicles per hour
is displayed along the course of the road.

(b) Visualization of the infrastructure perspective. Each highlighted point
shows the position of a loop detector.

FIGURE 5: Frontend visualization for loop detector traffic
flow content. The color indicates the number of vehicles per
hour.

FIGURE 6: Visualization of dynamic traffic sign informa-
tion: combined vehicle and infrastructure perspective. Blue
points indicate a dynamic traffic sign with its infrastructural
information (e.g., last update). Continuous lines represent the
allowed speed on the given lane (yellow - 100 kph speed
limit, green - no limit).

and end of the limitation. For simplicity, the information
is not restricted to specific vehicle types. Whereas, the
information for the infrastructure perspective is displayed
with its location and status.

C. AUSTRIA: COPE - Collective Perception
The Austrian project COPE aims at protecting Vulnerable
Road Users (VRU) at urban intersections by utilizing col-
lective perception. This is a safety-relevant instance of B2,
cf. Table 3, where strict requirements concerning information
dynamics, latency and information quality apply.
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At an urban intersection equipped with sensors (video
cameras) traffic participants are detected utilizing object
recognition and object tracking. In addition, V2X-enabled
vehicles can provide telemetry. A backend generates and
supplies information about all recognized traffic participants
(location, orientation, velocity, acceleration, type, etc.) based
on sensor an tracking data. Augmenting the traffic participant
list, another backend provides information about collision
risk by applying behaviour models to predict future locations
of traffic participants. A frontend was developed, based on
high definition maps. All recognized traffic participant’s
locations are shown live, and critical participant-pairs are
highlighted. The implementation of the demonstrator in
COPE is based on similar technologies as the A10 demo,
cf. Sec. V.A. Due to the high information dynamics as well
as the safety aspects of the use case, both communication
latency and computing time were critical. It was shown that
the proposed architecture is capable of meeting the real time
demands and the algorithms were sufficiently quick.

VI. CONCLUSION
The term digital twin seems to have become a projection
screen for a wide variety of topics and applications. Focusing
on the context of CCAM and smart road services, this work
proposes a CCAM Decision Support Platform, which is a
digital twin [2] in the general sense, albeit with a specific
scope, crisp requirements, versatile architecture and mature
technologies that enable practical implementations.

The main contributions of this work can be summarized
as follows:

• An appropriate abstraction level for communication
between traffic participants and smart road services is
established. A set of requirements on information is
proposed that facilitates the development of interoper-
able information models.

• The relationship between information, ODD and ISAD
is clarified. Three taxonomic strategies to utilize smart
road information to support CCAM are identified.

• The requirements on a digital twin, i.e., a CCAM
DSP, for road and traffic infrastructure are analysed
and formulated comprehensively. Relevant stakeholders
involved in road traffic, including asset management
and maintenance, traffic management and control as
well as CCAM are considered.

• An architecture for a DSP is proposed and a techno-
logical basis for its realization (OPC UA) is identified,
which is capable of meeting the defined requirements.

• The overall solution concept is validated with three
different implementations and several demonstration
use cases for each implementation.

Not all open questions have been addressed and solved
with the presented approach, but the proposed architecture
is considered to be a sound basis for technical realizations.
Different implementations may differ significantly (e.g., tool-

ing and SDKs, hardware and operating systems, networking
and degree of distribution, real-time capabilities, security,
safety relevance, redundancy). However, architecture and
information modelling principles are shown to be sufficiently
generic to support a broad variety of use cases.

Whereas standards for V2X messages are relatively far
developed, e.g., [22], other details of frontend-to-user-
communication such as, e.g., push/pull-mechanisms and
efficient querying, are not generally specified. For both
frontends and backends, reusability of modules increases
with a growing body of harmonized standards.

Standardised information models can support the har-
monized formulation of laws and regulations and build
a foundation for a technology-independent description of
information sources. It is critical that information modelling
is done in a way that facilitates effective cooperation between
infrastructure and ADAS/AD functions. A practical roll-out
strategy might be to develop partial reference information
models that are sufficient for a set of intended tasks and de-
cisions. Such a model can be extended once additional tasks
are implemented and corresponding necessary information
becomes relevant. The proposed requirements on information
model support the development of (partial) suitable reference
models as a joint effort of involved stakeholders.

VII. OUTLOOK
A number of follow-up initiatives can be derived when
utilizing CCAM DSP for smart road services:

• The requirements on information models proposed in
this work are expected to contribute significantly to
the joint effort of standardization across all stakeholder
groups. The authors hope that standardization bodies
exploit this potential.

• The presented CCAM DSP should be extended to
include additional applications. Intelligent Speed Ad-
visory (ISA) as an application with relatively low-
complexity could serve as a starting point to test and
improve the CCAM DSP before it is utilized for more
complex functions, such as collective perception (S2 in
Table 3) or ODD aware traffic management and control
(S3 in Table 3) use cases.

Future CCAM projects are probably best conducted by a
consortium of backend and frontend providers, infrastructure
operators and representative CCAM DSP user groups. This
encourages cooperative information modelling, standardiza-
tion, the description of data quality and meta requirements on
information for particular tasks, matching user expectations
to frontend developer and DSP operator assumptions.

The task of interface standardization will play a major role
for the evolution of high-level ISAD applications. Here, the
project family of GAIA-X 4 Future Mobility8 could serve
as a booster, as among other things it deals with providing
a standardized service infrastructure for smart road services.

8https://www.gaia-x4futuremobility.dlr.de
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The GAIA-X service layer could serve as the access point
for a digital twin of a certain road section and thus, for all
active CCAM services on that section. This way, an easy
access to CCAM through a DSP as proposed in this paper
could be implemented.

Another topic of high urgency is the definition and reso-
lution of binding laws and regulations. This applies to both,
the operation of infrastructure and the machine-readable
encoding of existing laws. For the latter, a first step was taken
e.g., in the lex2Vehicle project [16], but further research and
development is necessary.
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